1a. Estimate total amount of sprouts to be sold this year:

1b. | Seed Variety | Source of Seed | Certifier of Seed (attach certificate) | Amount of Seed Started | Amount of sprouts Harvested |
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</tbody>
</table>

2. What type of containers are used to grow the sprouts?

3. Describe where sprouts are produced:

4. What is the source of water? Has it been tested for contamination or human pathogens?

5. Describe the growing practices from start to harvest:

6. Is any material added to the water?

7. Are the seeds washed in anything before starting? If so, describe:

8. Describe labeling of batches and record keeping to enable tracing batches of sprouts back to specific lots of seed:


**NOTE:** Be sure to have invoices for purchased seeds on hand for the inspector